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ABSTRACT Rt'smrch e .wnin i~ i8  cognirinc perceptions alnoiig chi1drt.r~ hns surgesled the 
rniyorznrtcr: oJ ptbrcti~ed ski[/ mid !lick it1 itiiffntirig ~ r l d  rlmrr~fainirtg palrrblirrp bel7nuior. Usiug an 
erperzmentolly rnnrliprtlnfed gn~nblilrg pnradignr rr~odjfylr~g rntt.5 of rtinforcetnen! rlrt? reslrlts 
srigsest, i r ~  gmerul, that one can mod$j ilrese co~nil ions.  More inrporfnrilly, the results Jronr !he  
gnnrblirrg task wcreJou!d to ger~ernlize fo nr~dlliplcfinris ofga~l~blir lg nnd were nroinhincd ouer R 

relafjw!!~ short period of lime. The mod$cnlions of these p~~cep t ions  appear to be en~ier for younger 
cllildrt,~r (nge I0 os 121, with rlifferen2ial qfects being fottnd for boys atjd girls. The restilts nre 
rlisctisscd in Iisht ?four  citrrrrlt yrme~iiion initintivcs ~ t l d  progmms. 

There are amp!@ empirical findings and clinical reports that excessive gambling 
represents a serious problem for a number of individuals. While occasional 
gambling does not ~iecessarily constitute a serious problem, excessive and 
compulsive gambling has become a growing social problem with adverse 
psychological, sociological and economic consequences. The rising popula city of 
gambling is not exclusive to any particular age group, smio-economic status, 
culhire, or gender. With the increasing availability of new and diverse forms of 
both government-owned and regulated gambling, there remains a concern that 
underage chiIdren will engage in multiple forms of gambling activities designated 
for adults. Our best estimates are that between 3 - 6 s  of adolescellts exhibit very 
serious gambling problems and another 10-15% remain at-risk for the 
development of serious gambling problems (Derevemky and Gupta, 2004; 
Hardoon and Derevens ky, 2002; Jacobs, 2004; National Research Council, 1999; 
Shatfer and Hall, 1996). 

While a number of theoretical perspectives have sought to explain problem 
gambling including personality, social learning, learning and psychonnalytic 
theories (see Abbott ef RL, 2004; Gupta and Derevensky, 2001; Hardoon and 
Derevensky, 2002; and Petry, 2005 for a comprehensive description of these 
theoretical approaches), the cngiitive perspective has been reported to be central 
in understanding the individual's perseverance to gamble despite persistent 
failure (Ladouceur and Walker, 1996). Sharpe and Tarrier's (1993) cognitive 
behavior theory model suggests that gambling behavior is initially reinforced by 
intermittent monetary rewards and concomitant elevated levels of physiological 
arousal. This reinforces the initial gambling behavior to be sustained for a 
sufficient amount of time so that associations become formed through classical 
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conditioning. The gambling environment subsequen tEv hecnn~es associated with a 
heightened state of arousal, all c.rf which become sssociated with a Act 06  gambling- 
related cognitions, including the erroneous perception that personal sk~ll 
influences the outcome of random events and the acceptance o f  monetary losses 
wilt soon be replaced by gains. While in gambling sitllntions, the outcome is often 
beyond the individual's control, gamblers frequrn tly make an attribution of 
personal causation. They perceive an illtrsion ofcn,l!rol (Langer, 1975; Lmger and 
Roth, 1975) whereby wins are attributed tn skill and lnsses tn bad I t~ck.  

A growing body of research has focused on cognitive biases that promote and 
maintain gambling behavior (see Abbott el al., 2004 for a con~prehcnsive review). 
Much of h e  cognitive research i s  based on the premise that frequent gamblers 
hold a set of erreneous beliefs or cognitions, irrational thoughts and 
mispercep tions. The underlying assun~ption is that the n~otivational component 
of the gambling activit): namely the hope of overnll monetary gain and the desire 
to beat the game, combines with tl~ese faulty cognitions and illusions of control 
that propel the individual to continue to gamble despite repealed losses and 
adversity (Ladouceur ef nl., 1988; Ladouceur and Walker, 1996; Pep, 2005). 

Research aimed at detem~ining children's cognitive percepltions of how much 
skill and luck are involved in gambling (Derevenskv el of., 1996) has focused 
broadly on gambling in general. It remains unclear whether cli11Jrt~n's pcrct.pt~onh 
of skill and luck va ry  as a function of a particular Enme of chance and whether or 
not these perceptions can be modified. Given the importance of cognltlve 
perceptions and its relationship to gambling behavior the present study sought tn 
examine whether these cognitions could be modified through a mnnipula t l t  jn 11f  

reinforcement contingencies on a gambling task. More speciiica lly, this stlid y 
seeks to determine whether children's cognitive perceptions of the amsun t of skill 
and luck involved in gambling can be modified as a function of experimentally 
manipulated reinforcement schedules. 

Method 

The sample consisted of 174 children (90 females; 84 males) from grades 5 (n = 93) 
and 7 (n = 81) selected from six low and middle class SES English ~Chools in the 
greater Montreal region. Children ranged ages from 10 to 13 (M = 11.30 years; 
SD = 1.00; M for grade 5 = 10.57, SD = 0.50; M for grade 7 = 12.32, 
SD = 0.50). Self-report data revealed that 84.5% of the youth in this study 
reported that they ltad gambled at least once in the past year (n = 147), while 
20.1% reported that they gambled a minimum of once a week or more (rl = 35). 

Gnnt l r l i t~~  ac!ivities iqu~~s',clionmnirt, Participants completed a modified G a ~ n b l ~ n g  
Adroitirs Qireslic~rrnniru (GAQ) (Gupts and Derevensky, 19961, composed of 15 
questions that ascertained the frcqucncy and type af gambling activities in which 
individuals participated. 

Copritiw Perceptions Qtrcsfionrlnire (CPQ).  This questionnaire cnnsis ted of 10 
questions pertaining to participants' perceptions of the extent to which skill and 
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luck are involved in various games of chance as well as several nnn-gambling 
activities (e.g. achievement in school, various sports activi tics). ~ h i l d  tm- rated on 
a 7-point Likert scale the amount of skill and luck they believe is required tn be 
successful in the following: video-games, blackjack, scl~ool, gambling in general, a 
high /low card cutting game, winning the lottery (i.e. h /44), baqcball, roulette, 
swimming, and slots. 

Gsltnbiing Tnsk 

The gambling activity was at1 IBM computer generated card-cutting game, 
entitled 'high /low' developed by Brecn and Z~ickermai~ (1996). The overall effect 
of the game is comparable to cutting a deck of cards with al l  the 8s rcmovcd. 
The player is required to predict whether the next card tn bc drawn krill be from a 
designated group of high cards ( i t .  9, 10, Jack, Queen, King, Ace) or luu) cards 
(E-e. 2, 3,4, 5, 6, 7). Th is  game contained an equal n~rnlber of high and low cards 
(establishing a 50% probability of receiving a high nr low card when randomly 
presented); the design simulates a teal card-cutting task; and the program was 
attractive, colourful, readily understandable and interactive. 

The computer program initially prompts the individual, 'Do you want to bet 
high or low?' After responding the computer then prompts, 'How much d o  you 
want to bet?' After entering the amount wagered the deck is cut, one card is 
displayed and the participant is informed as tn whether or not they had won. 
Following the tent11 trial, the computer prompts the player, 'Do you want to 
continue?' The player indicates his/her desire to continue prior to each 
subsequent trial. A graphic depiction of different colored chips is displayed 
after each trial in order tn visual1 y represent the amount of money that has been 
accumulated or lmt. Finally, and most importantly this computer-generated 
gambling program can be modified to reward the participants at a predetermined 
ratin over ;I .wries of trials enabling the manipr~la tion of the odds of success amss  
participants, A data tile for each participant is developed including the total 
number of hands played, amount and type of bef for each trial, delta bet for each 
trial (the amount a current bet dev~ated from the previous bet), final balance, and 
average wager per trial. 

Children were random1 y dishibuted into faur groups; three experimental groups 
and a control group. In the first experimental group ( n  = M),  the pavout rate was 
pre-established at 90%; the second group's (tr = 43) payout rate was 50%; and  the 
tt~ird group's ( n  = 42) payout was 10%. The control group ( 1 1  = 45) did not play 
the task and was included in order to rule out the possibility that any changes in 
the rahngs of perceived skill and luck involved in the tasks could be due to 
ex haneous factors. 

The GAQ and the CFQ (pre-test of their cognitions concerning level of skill and 
luck involved in each of the activities) were presented by research assistants. 
Individuals in the experimental group then played the computer task, in which 
the odds of success varied as a function of the experinlental group. Because 
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of ethical constraints, children did not play with real money; rather they were 
provided with a computerized bankroll of CNDrfi300 and giver) the incentive of 
winning prizes proportionate to their overall winnings. After playing, children 
were given the amount they won over the initial CND$300 in play moncy. 

The lfollowing standardized instnlctions were presented: 

You will be playing a game called high/low. In this game you must 
guess whether the next card tn be drawn from a deck of cards will Lw 
high or low. The low cards are 2 through 7 and the high cards are 
9 through the ace, including all face cards (Jack, Queen, and King}. There 
are no 8s in this deck. 

You will play 2 practice trials and then begin the game for real. 
Thecomputer will first ask you it you want to bet high or low. T Y ~  'H' for 
high, or 'C' for low. I t  will then ask you how n~uch you want to bet. You 
w ~ l l  he playing with CNDSl,CND$lO,nnd CYiX25 chips but can but any 
amount between C N B I  and CND$100. The computer will then show 
you the amount you havebet and ask you i f i t  is okay You may type 'Y' for 
yes or 'N' for no, if you wish to change your bct. The computer rvill 
display the card that has been selected, you will then be told i f  you hatoe 
won or lost, and i t  will display how much money you have left. You will 
play a t  least I0 Hmesand then you will havea choiceofwhctherornot you 
wish to continue. You can play for a rnaxin~urn of 10 mint~tes. 

YCHI will begin the game with CND$300 and the goal i s  to end ~ t p  with as 
much mnnev as you can. The amount yuu win over the CND5300 that 
YOU began with will be placed into a draw to win prizes. There fire three 
draws; a draw of CNDSIO McDonald's certificates, CND$2D 
McDonald's certificates and CND$30 movie gift certificates. 
Remember, the more money you make the greater your chances are of 
winning one of these prizes. 

Each participant played the game for a maximum of 10 minutes, until their 
bankroll was depleted, or they wished to terminate. 

The study incorporated a repeated measures design that s e e k  to establish 
whether any changes in underlying cognitions of skill and luck are sustained over 
time. Pretest measures were assessed prior to the experimental task. Following 
the cornp~ter  task, participants completed the CPQ (first post-test). In order to 
measure the extent to which any effects were maintained over time, participants 
completed the CF'Q 1 week after playing (second post-ltest), and then again 4 
weeks later (third post-test). 

Results 

The experimental design enabled the investigation of children's perception nt the 
amount of perceived skill and luck involved in various forms of gambling and 
non-gambling activities. Examining the ratings of the amount of skill and luck 
involved in various activities at the pre-test measure, using a 7-point Likert scale, 
ranging horn 1 (none at all) to 7 (a lot), provides an interesting look at  ct~ildren's 
cognitive perceptions {see Table I).  The initial ratings rex7ealed that while children 
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Table 1. Perceived skill and luck for all activikies: prc-treatment for the entire 
sample 

SKI1 3.33 4W ? 76 4 211 7.05 ? 49 
Luck 5 74 5.73 15.19 5.17 5 47 h.01 

Baseball Videwg~rnt~ Schml Swrrnm~ng 
Skill 6.m 5 52 h53 6.33 
Luck 3.45 3.72 3.07 2 62 

Range: 1 -7. 

perceive that ga~~ibling activities require a substantial amount of skill in general, 
and more skill for blackjack, they also be1ief.e luck i s  heavilv involved. 
Participants also noted that s kill-based activities (e.g. baseball, videogames, 
school achievement and swimming) invol\-ed considerably more skill and less 
luck. 

To determine the effects of the manipulation of schedules of reinforcement on 
children's cognitive perceptions about gambling two general categories were 
created trorn the ten existing activities. The first is combined gambling activities 
(hig-h/low task, gambling in general, lottery, blackjack, roulette and slot machines) 
and the second ca tcgory being non-gambling activities (baseball, vidm-games, 
schnol and swimming). This second grouping of non-gambling activities, all of 
which are skill-based, served as a control. Wagering on the high/low activity was 
included as the children played illis game as part of the experiments! 
manipulation. Other gambling activities were included in the measure of 
c n p i  tions in order to assess whether any changes due to playing the liigh/low 
game might generalize to children's perceptions of olher gambling activities. 

Higl~floa). Fnr the high/low task, no statistically significant main effect of group 
was noted far ratings of ski11 nor did thev differ statistically over timc (scc 
Figure 1). However, a took at the trends suggests that both the control and 1R1!,1 
groupdecreased over time. Znterestingl~, the 90% group also dccseascd thcis 
percept1011 of the amount of skill involved from the pre-test to post 1 a r ~ d  post ? 
before increasing again at posr 3. For these children, i t  is possible that the 
experience of being consistently successful led them to doubt that the task could 
contain as much skill as originally imagined. A look at the luck ratings suggests 
a trend that decreases in perceived skill are often nccnrnpanied by increases in 
perceptions of luck 

While the means indicate that for the 90 and 30% groups playing the high/Eow 
task skill ratings decreased over time, plnnnert comparisons revealed a significant 
group effect on skill ratings for the 10% groups, F(3, 144) = 3.78, y < 0.01, on the 
liigh/low task. Of particular interest was that the skill ratings for children in the 
10% group decreased significantly from the pre-test to the second and third pmt- 
tests. It i s  lrnportant to note that for the 10% group, the greatest mean decreases in 
perceived skill occurred between the pre-test and the third post-test. Interestingly, 
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1.00 
Pra-test Post 1 Post 2 Post 3 

Skill ratlngs 

I .VU ' 
Pre-lest Posl 1 Posl 2 Post 3 

Luck ratlngs 

Figure 1, Ratings of skill and luck for the high/ lnw task 

no statistically significant decrease in skill ratings is noted for the 90% and control 
groups. However, i t  should be noted that a decrease was also noted for the control 
group. 

Conlbinedgnmbiing ~cfivities. Planned comparisons revealed a significant effect 
for group on skill ratings for the 50% group, F(3,146) = 5.65, p < 0.01, and for the 
10% group, F(3, 146) = 5.69, p < 0.001 between pretest and post-test 3, with 
perceived skill ratings decreasing over time. Interesfingly, no significant changes 
in skill ratings were noted for the 90% and control groups (Figure 2). It appears as 



15.00 
Pre-test !%st 1 Post 2 Post 3 

Sklll ratlngs 

15.00 
Pretest Posl 1 Posl2 Post 3 

Luck ratlngs 

Figure 2. Ratings of skill and luck for the combined gambling activities 

i f  being intermittently reinforced on the task as well as experiencing successive 
losses were able to induce modifications in children's perceptions of the amount of 
skill lnvolved In gambling. A significant main effect of group on luck ra t inp  for 
the combined gambling activities, F(9, 346) = 1.95, p r 0.05 was found. A closer 
look at the planned comparisons indicates that for the group, luck ratings 
increased significantly over time from the pre-test to the first, second, and third 
post-tests. It is interesting to note that the greatest meam difference occurred 
between the pre-test and the last post-test, indicating that this increase in 
perceived luck involved in combined gambling activities becomes more 
exaggerated over time, While not statistically sign] ficnnt, the 50% group also 
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increased their perceptions of luck with the grea teqt mean increase observed 
between the pre-test and last post-test. Further, tnr the 9OU&. group, luck ratings 
also increased significantly over time from the pre-test tn the first, second and 
third post-tests, F(3, 142) = 5.73, p < 0.01, with increasing changes being 
maintained over time. No signiiicant changes were found for the control group. 

Co~/rlriwd nun-gntvblirr~ nctivilics. For the non-gambling tasks, no significant 
effect nf group was noted nor did they differ across time, with a31 groups 
revealing the importance of skill over luck in these skill-based activities (mean 
for all groups being higher on skill (24.52) than luck (12.88) (range of scores 

10.00 4 
Pre-test Post 1 Post 2 Post 3 

Ski!! ratings 

14.00 
...... ........................ 

12.00 - ._ . - - - . -  
10.00 

Pretest Post l Post 2 Post 3 
Luck ratlngs 

Figure 3. Ratings of skill and luck for the combined non-gambling activities 
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Table 2. Summary of results of group differences for the gambling tasks 

Combmd CarnhIin~ 5'lol 
High/low gambling achvihcs in jicnpral Black-lack b t t c n  machms  Roulcttc 

Skill 9) 1 1 I '  1 '  
50 1 1 .  1. 
10 1 .  

Luck 90 1 I '  I I *  1 '  1 '  
53 1 .  I t o  1 .  I I 

Mote C = control p u p  
Significant at the p < 11 05 Ievrl 

being 4-28) (see Figure 3). Thus, plnyit~g the task and the expericncc of  
differential portems of reinforcement, as expected, did not significantly alter 
children's perceptions uf the amount of skill and luck involved in non- 
gambling activities. 

A summary of the results for the p u p  differences on the various gambling 
activities, by activity, is provided in Table 2. It is important to note that this table 
illustrates general cognitive changes from the pre-kt  to any of the three post- 
Zests. 

Overall, the results indicate that cognitive perceptions were modified as a 
function ot the group condition. The experience of loss in the high /low task led to 
decrcases in perceived skill involved in gambling activities and increases in the 
amount of perceived luck for both the 10% and 90% groups. I t  m y  well be that 
children in the 90% group realized they were nnt only skillful but lucky as well. 
These changes were generaIized to other forms of gambling as change was noted 
in perceptions of skill and luck involved it1 gan~bling in general, combined 
gambling activities, bjaclijack and roulette for the 50% and 1 O h  groups. 

Cornbined ganrblirlg ncfiz~ifies Planiied cornpnriscll~s yielded a significant 
interaction of gender by group on skill ratings for the gambling tasks. Females 
in the 50% group decreased their skill ratings significantly from the pre-test 
to the third post-test, F(3, 1,440 = 5.[)?), < 0.02. Similarly, females in thc ciO"18 

group decreased their skill ratings fmm the pre-test to the third post-test, 
F(3, 144) = 3.49, p < 0.05. For males, the only sipificant copi t ive  changes were 
for those in the 10% group, who decreased skill ratings from pre-test to the third 
post-test ( y < 0.05). Perhaps for mates to change their cogni tive perceptions of the 
amount of skill involved in gambling aclivities, the more extreme losing condition 
of the 10% group was necessary, whereits the 5096 group condition was sufficie~~ t 
to induce a cognitive change for the females [see Table 3). 

As one woi~ld expect, the results from a one-way ANOVA indicate that the final 
balances varied significantly as a function of group, F(2, 1263 = 63.40, p < 0.091. 
Tu key HSDpnst Iiou analyses indicated that the group that was reinforced 90% of the 
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3 z Table 3. Gender differences In ratings of skill and luck for the cntnbined gambling 
C) activities 
z 
ar 
m Skd1 ratings T.uck ratings 
n 
aJ - 
3 Pre-test Post 1 Post 2 Post 3 he-te5t Pclrt 1 Post 2 Pmt 3 
0 
G 
c %Iu;" Female 21.73 22.73 2 0 3  18.38 33.52 3 . 1 0  35.97 36.75 
2 
ID Male 21.95 20 73 21.68 22.21 33.55 35.31 35.37 3658 

$ 5096 Female 24.30 23.03 21.73 19.85 35.13 37.10 36.73 36.90 
a, Male 17-33 16.43 15.88 14% %38 35.38 35.05 35.63 
E 1 PO Female 18.29 19.44 16.48 16.50 34.65 37.52 37-77 37.72 
C- 
m .- Male 19 36 19.21 17.29 18.49 34.59 36.67 36.k5 37.82 
a Contml Female 229.4 23.72 22.42 22.77 33.89 33.39 13.88 32.74 
m 
c .Male 15.M 16.39 14.82 14.16 363h91: 36.M 38.46 3 9 . 3  
m 
2. E u ~ g e  6-42 
i; 
M 
'(3 
e, 
m 
m 
0 - 
c time had signi ticantly higher final balances (M = CNDS712.05, SD = CND391.76) 
g thanboththegroupsthatwon50%(M = 1319.97,SD = 129.16)and10°/~ot~hetime 
D (M = $118.77, SD = 111.91). Further, the group that won 50"% of the time had 

significantly greater final balances than those that won 10% of the time. Further 
analyses indicated that the filial balances did not differ significanhlv between 
children who repnrted gambling and tl~nse who dn not, nc)r were there any 
developmental or gender differences noted. 

Azvrage h t ~  ylmerl yt.r Itnnd. The computer program calculated the average bet 
placed per hand for each participant. From this analysis i t  was possible lo examine 
whether tl-tere were any differences in betting patterns as a function of group, 
whether d i f h c e s  existed as to past gambling experience, as well as  to 
determine i f  tliere were any developmental or gender differences. It i s  important 
to note that the present distribution is skewed. Although the sample was 
randomly assigned to the varinus groups, these was large variability in the 
average bets placed per hand and in sonie mses the standard deviations were 
greater than the mean. 

The results of a one-way ANOVA indicate that average bets placed per hand 
varied significantly as a function of group, F(2, 126) = 1.02, p < 11.05. More 
specihcally, Tukey HSD post lroc analyses indicate that the group that was 
reinforced 9W" of the time had sigt~ifjcantly greater average bets per hand 
(M = $25.40, 513 = 22.98) than the group that won only 10% of the time 
(M = $14.78, SD = 12.57). Thus, i t  appears Ithat larger amount of their bankroll 
were wagered on each subsequent bet in order to win prizes. 

Further analyscs indicate that there was a significant gender difference in the 
average bets placed per hand, t ( J  19) = - 2.44, p < 0.05. More specifically, males 
had greater average bets (M = $23.70, SD = 19.25) than fenlales (M = $lb.nh, 
5Q = 10.00). Further, the average bets placed per hand did not differsign~ficantly 
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Table 4. Percent average bets for each group over time 

Fimt priod Second perm1 Thtrd period 

P e m ~ I a g  average kt M t ~ n  ("t) SW Mean ('3,) SD Mean (9.0) SD 

W9b goup 5 88 1 .a 5.45 1.41 4.M 2 27 
5UYu group 5.17 1.35 7 56 1.43 7.10 2.26 
IV/o group 3 61 1.37 S.55 1.45 22.33 ? 3 

as a function of whether participants had previously reported gambling and there 
were no significant developmental di tf~rcr~ces. 

Purcent RVErflpP bet. The fact that the 90'L group had significantly higher average 
bets per hand may be due to the fact that they had more money as they were 
winning 40% of the time, while the 10% group was losing rather consistently 
(see Table 4). Thus, to control for this effect, a formulation nf percent avernge kt 
was computed. For each tr ial, an average-percent bet was cr>myuted for each 
participant, which was equivalent to the amount wagered as a percentage of the 
total remaining bankroll. This was then added across trials and averaged over the 
number of hands each participant played. The percentage average bet represents 
the arnounr of money each child wagered per hand as a fimct~on of their total 
balance. For example, if a participant had a bankroll of SF00.00 and on the next 
hand he/she bet 55.00, the percent average bet for that p~rticular hand was equal 
to 5.0°/6. 

The results of a one-way ANOVA indicate that there was a significant effect of 
group on the percent average bet, F(2,  126) = 8-48, p < 0.01. Tukey HSD p 5 f  lloc 
analyses indicate that the group who won only 10'% of the t ime  had s~gnificantly 
greater percent average bets (M = 12.567'0, SD = 13.71) than the group who won 
90% (M = 4.85"/0, SSD = 3.55) and more than the group that won 50% of the time 
IM = 6,65%, SD = 7.03). Thus, the m u l t s  from the average bets placed suggest 
that when partiapnnts had n greater amount nt money, they cont~nilccl to Incrt3as+ 
their bets. However, when consideri~lg the relative amount of rnoncy children 
had, the 1OUL group was wagering r7 si~nificantly greater percentage of their total 
earnings on each hand than the other two groups. Nevertheless, i t  is important to 
remember that participants were not wagering their nwn rnoncy 

h stgnificant gender difference in the percent average bct, t(12.1) = - 2.07, 
p < 0.05 was also found. More specifically, males tended to wager a greater 
percentage of the money remaining on each trial (M = 9.75%, SD = 9.86) khan 
females (M= 6.30%, SD = 9.1051, independent nf grnup inclusion. Further 
analyses indicate that the percent average bet did not vary as a function of 
whether participants ~arnb1c.d prcviouslv and no devclapmental differences wcrc 
noted. 

The results indicated a significant group effect for tl~e percent average bet in the 
overail game, Further analyses sought to determine whether the percent average 
bet5 placed varied at different points of time during playing behavior for each of 
the groups. Breaking down the total playing time in to periods provides a closer 
look at how each of the groups changed their betting pat terns olrer time. For each 
participmt, the overall playing time was broken down into thirds (33%) as some 
of the participants only played ten hands and i t  would not have been meaningful 
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to divide the time periods any further. This made it  pnssihle to detcrrnine the 
average bets placed per hand in B r e  first, second and third periods of t l ~ c  game and 
allowed a n  analysis of chnngcs in betting pasrcrns ozber airntl fnr cilch of thc grc1~1p5. 

A repeated rncasusesanalysis indicated a significant effect of group over time i1.1 

the percent average bets placed per hand, F(4,250) = 11.67, p < 0.001. Tukey HSD 
posl lioc analyses indicate that while there were no differences in the groups during 
the first and secnnd thirds of game playing behavior, there were group differences 
in the final period of play More specifically, in the last portion of the game, the 
group that was winning 10% of the time wagered a greater percmtage of their 
remaining bankroll per hand (M = 22.33%, SD = 2.2s) than individuals in the 
groups that were winning 90% (M = 4.6R%, SD = 2.22) and 50% of the time 
( M  = 7.1f1°/6, SD = 2.26). 

Planned comparisons also indicate that for the group who won 10% of the time, 
the percent average bets placed per hand differed significantly acrnss the three 
periods of game-playing, F(2,125) = 35.31, p C O.OOJ. More specifically, there was 
a linear increase in the percent average bets placed per hand from the first to the 
h a 1  trimester of the game. Ln the first trimester of playing, the 10'% group bet, an 
average, 3.61% of hert tntal bankrolls on each hand.  In the second trimester they 
wagered 9.55% of their total balances on each hand, whereas in the final trimester 
of the game children in this group were wagering 23.331h of their remaining 
money, on average, for each hand. No significant differences were noted in the 
betting patterns across time lor individuals in the 90 and SO0/* gmups. It appears as  
i f  only the group of children that is losing consistently rs betting a pester 
p~port ion  ot their money on each hand a s  thc Kame progwscd This mav I,(, 
suggestive of an incrcnse in chasing, behnvlor in tlrc last porncln ni the game. 

D~crsiorr lo stop. After the tenth bial of the game, participants were given the 
choice O F  whether or not they wished to continue before each subsequent trial. Of 
the entire sample, 26.8% of the children decided to stop playing. No significant 
differences were noted in the percentage af children who decided to stop as a 
function af group ar children's past gambling experience. Further, no 
developmental nr gender differences were noted. However, examining group 
differences indicates an interesting linear increase in the percentage of children in 
each group who chme to stop playing from the 90"h (18.2%) to tht .  507'0 (29.3%) to 
the 10% group (33.3%), with the greatest percentage nf those whn elected Lo 
terminate the game being in the 10% group. 

Discussion 

Previous research suggests that children perceive a great deal of both skill and 
luck to be involved in gambling in general and suggests that children are irrational 
in the belief that skill plays such a significant rolc (Derevensky P I  dl.,  1996). The 
present study expands upon these findings as i t  assessed gambling in general as 
well as various gambling activities, and in doing so illuminates differences In 
cognitive perceptions concerning different activities. Children reve.-)led a belief 
that a greater amount of skill was involved in blackjack than in thc. other gambling 
activities such as high/low, lottery, roulette, and slot machines. A1 fhniqh the 
present results confirmed that chi tdren appear to exert an illusion of control and  
believe much skill is involved in garnbl~ng in general, tlley also percerve a 
difference in gambling tasks that incorporate varying degrees of s kill and luck. For 
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instance, blackjack is a game that involves a certain degree of skill {e.g, using laws 
of probability), whereas slot machines, lottery (scratch tickets and draws), and 
high/law are solely due to hance.  Children appeared to notice this difference as 
sk~ll  ratings were lowest for the gambling tasks whcre the outcome in\rolvcd pure 
random chance events. 

This study also investigated whether children's perceptions of the amoz~nt of 
skill and luck involved in various gambling activities could be altered as a 
function of varying reinforcement schedules [ d d s  of success) they experience on 
a gambling task, whether a n y  changes would general~ze tn other forms of 
ganlbling and non-gambling activities, and if cognitive changes would be 
maintained over time. The results indicate that that the exper~ence of losing 
consistently decreased perceived skill involved in the I~ighJlr~w activity and 
significantly increased the amount of perceived tuck ilivnlved. Children in both 
the SO"& and 10% groups increased their ratings of luck and decreased ratings af 
skills; however, only in the extreme case of loss (i.e. the 10% group) were t l irq 
cognitive changes maintaiued over time. These results confirm the belief that 
clllldren who experience lower probability of success in this task would modify 
their cognitions such that ratings of perceived luck would increase. This is in 
accordance with the theory of cognitive dissonance in that children who 
experienced losses on the gambling task decreased he i r  permptions of the 
amount of skill involved and adopted a more luck-oriented attitwde. The results 
provide hrtlrcr empirical support for the nlodeE proposed by Abt d nI. (19R5), who 
postulated that the outcome of a gambling session is critical in that a gambler 
compares i t  ro hidher  established set of cognitive rules about the game, which 
produces a state of consistency or dissonance. If the outcome of the task is 
inconsistent with their beliefs, a state of c o p t i v e  imbalance is produced , u~d  the 
gambler can change their betting patterns, leave the situation, or alter their set of 
cognitive rules. The current findings suggest that tot children, the outcome of tlie 
task appears to foster a sense of cognitive dissonance with previously stated 
beliefs, which ultimately leads to cognitive change. The childwn in the losing 
condition demonstrated cognitive changes that were maintained wver time. The 
oultcnme of a gambling task is powerful in it?; cffcct on children's cr,gi?ition.; and 
the present results suggest that using an interactive computer game in which the 
outcome is experimentally manipulated may be an effective way of modifying 
children's cognitive perceptions about pmbling. 

The question then becomes whether these cognitive changes art. f(wnd in other 
activities beside the game played (high/low). If, as the data SWggEFtS, that children 
perceive there to be significant sky t l  in blackjack there may wc.ll be even stronger 
effect i f  the outcome can be manipulated to ensure regular losses. Nevertheless, 
the current findings suggest that cognitive changes are generalized to other forms 
sf gambling. For gambling in general and the category of combined gambling 
act~vities, individuals in the 50% and 10% groups decreased overall ratings and 
perct?ption of skill and this change was maintained and intensified over time. For 
individuals jn these two goups  this decrease in perceived skill was accompanied 
by a corresponding increase in perception of luck. In accordance with the theory of 
cognitive dissonance, when comparing the outcome with their sets of cognitive 
rules, these children decreased their perception of skill involvd in the game and 
adopted a more luck-oriented attitude. I t  is important to note that only for the 10% 
group were these increases in perceivecl luck statistically significant and 
maintained over testing time. 
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The results further indicated that ratings for roulette, random lntermittcnt 
schedules of rcin forccmcn I (i.c. the 50% group) generalized to  desrcast.5 in 
perceived skill. further, tor blackjack, only the 109'0 group experienced a decrease 
1R perceived ski1 I, which was rna~ntained over time. A cognitive change in luck 
rat~ngs was observed lor individuals in both the 50 and 10% groups, such that 
percephons of Buck i n c w a s d  as a result of playing the Eask. However, only for the 
group h a t  lost consistently were these changes maintained over time. Fnr lottery 
and slot machines, games that are solely due to chance, only perceived luck was 
affect4 by the experimental manipulation. Increases in ratings of luck were 
observed for those in the 90%, 50% and 10"/0 groups, yet only those for the 90% 
group were statistically significant. This may have been due to the fact that for 
these children, the experience of being highly successful at the game led them to 
believe that such a high probability of success had to involve more luck than they 
had initially imagined. 

The cognitive changes that were observed in the various gambling tasks 
confirm the suspicion that modifications in cognitive perceptions a s  a result of 
playing the highjlow plme would generalize to other gambling tasks. The fact 
that changes were identified for tasks which the children did not actually play is 
particularly meaningful in tcrms of prevention. In a prevention program, i t  is 
impossible to use every form of gambling in order to change children's erroneous 
cognitions. Thus, results arc important as they suggest that even when children 
play one pasticular gambling task, their thoughts and perceptions about other 
gambling activities change as well. Cognitive change can be generalized, which 
increases and intensifies the utility of using preventative measures based on 
cognitive restructuring. The fact Zha t the experience of 10% odds of success led to 
the greatest amount of cognitive change that w a s  maintained nver a longer period 
of time is significant in terms of planning preven t ~ o n  for chi Id ren. Preventative 
measures that make use of this technique nt chang~ng the odds in a gambling task 
no restructure cognitions should ideally place children in an extreme losing 
mndi  tion a s  this has proven to be more usefuS than the experience of in termittent 
r e in fomen  t. 

Cognitive behaviorat treatment programs for adult and adolescent pa thological 
gamblers, as welt as preventative measures, aim to target and correct cognitive 
distortions associated with specific gambling activities (Derevensky ef R I . ,  2004; 
Gupta and Derevensky, 2004; Petry 2005; Rugle PI nl., 2nOt; Tonea tto, 1999a, b). The 
present results confirm the tact that cognitive restructuring, which is a 
EundamentaE component of treahnent with adolescent and adult problem 
gamblers, should also be a necessary co?riporlr~lt in prevention programs for 
young children. These preventative measures can be aimcd a t  teaching children 
objective laws of probabilities and about the randomtless and elcrnent of chance 
that is characteristic of most gambling activities. Prevention techniques aimed at  
nlodify ing cognitive perceptions, if replicated, should be incorporated in to 
in ternctive prevention tools (McGill University's Inlterna tionat Centrc for Youth 
Gambling and High-Risk Behaviors have developed several interact~ve CD ROM 
programs for children - TFie Amndrlg Clutenu and Houkcd Cily - incorporating 
such an approach). 

The present study included several post-test measures of cogni tmns in order tn 
determ~ne whether any cognitjve changes would be main tainecf I,iler time. Not 
only were moqt changes maintained over testing time, nlodifications in cilgnitlve 
perceptions were actuaEly intensified over tmme, as the greatest n lcar l~ i  i I ftlr+,n~t,s 111 
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ra lings of skill and luck were often noted between the pre-test and the last post- 
test (4  weeks). While 4 wwks is a rather short period of time the results are 
nevertheless encouraging. 

An assessment of the cognitive perceptions concemiii~ non-gambling activities 
was included as  a control measure in order to verify that any changes in cagnihve 
perceptions a h u  t gambling tasks wow Id not generalize to non-gambling related 
activities. As hypothesized, the results indicate that for the non-gambling 
activities, which are skill-driven, cognitive perceptions of skill and llick did not 
change as a result of the experimental manipulation. This is a positive indication 
of the potential productivity of preventative measures aimed at changing 
children's misperceptions of the amount of skill involved in gambling activities 
without modifying their perceptions of other 11011-gambling activities. It is 
important that cognitive changes generalize to other gambling activities, but not 
to nwn-gambling tasks. 

With respect to developmental differencfi, cognitive change occurred more 
often in younger children with greater magnitude and was more fasting than for 
older children. Children in grade 5 (mean age = 10.6) changed their perceptions 
about how much skill and luck areinvolved m the high/low game, with the losing 
condition decreasing ratings of skill and increasing tlie amount of perceived luck. 
However, for the grade 7 children (mcan age = 12..3), no statistically significant 
changes were noted. For the combined gambling task;, developmen ta t differences 
were noted in perceptions of luck. For grade 7 children, perceptions of luck 
increased for all three experimental gmups, whereas for younger children only 
those in the Insing condition increased their belief that the outcome was based 
upon luck. Older children were more resistant to change whereas for he younger 
children experiencing pmr success induced significant cognitive changes. For 
gambling in general, perceptions of skill decreased for diildren in the losing 
conditions for both grades. It has been welt established that  as children mature, 
their cognitive abilities tend to become more sophist ica terl and differentiated. 
Prior research on children's cognitions indicated that children exerted an illusinn 
of control (Derevensky pi nl., 1996; Helman t.! nl.,  lsYH). The present r~su l t s  are 
promising ns  they provide evidence that some erronenus cogn~tinns may be 
modified. 

The primary gender difference noted was found in the perception lor the 
combined gambling activities a s  well as for gambling in general. For females, 
lasing 50% of the time was sufficient to induce cognitive change. However, t h ~  
10"X losing condition was necessary to produce substantial changes in cognitive 
perceptions to be maintamed aver time for males. This finding may be due to 
inherent gender differences in gambling behavior and risk-taking. Much of the 
gambling literature suggests that gambling is more popular among males than 
females (Abbott et al., 200.1; Derevensky and Gupta, 2004; hard nor^ and 
Werevensky, 2002; Jacobs, 2004; retry, 2005). The fact that males tend to be greater 
risk-takers and gamble more than females may explain why the extreme losing 
condition (i.e, the 10% odds of success group) was necessary to induce h e  m Jes 
to change their perceptions about the skill and luck involved in the task. Wit11 
inte~mittent reinforcement schedules (i.e. the 50% condition), males continue to 
believe that they can exert their skill and control the outcome, whereas for females, 
losing 50% of the time is sufficient to make them doubt their skill in the game and 
thus perceptions are more readily changed to adopt a more luck-oriented attitude. 
Prevention initiatives may need to be adjusted and adapted to suit tliese gender 
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2 differences given that males may requi ru difierent x h e d u l t l ~  of re~nfortrcmcr~t 
QE than females to change their thoughts and percepttons about gambling. 
Z 
m Although the a~rt11ors readily acknowledge that this was a laboratory setting 
m 
u and no[ a nahtralissic study, that only two agc groups were inctudcd and that the 
w - 
3 

generalizabili ty of the results requires replication, the present study also sought to 

z explore wagering patterns in the high/iow task. Using this experimental design, i t  
Y was possible to examine whether average bets placed per hand varied as a 
C 
u function of the different schedules of reinforcement. The analysis at game playing 
C 
m behavior revealed that the 90% group had significantly greater average wagers 
w 
m per hand than the 10% group. This is not surprising because when individuals 
d were acquiring money, they were risking a greater amount of their earnings on 
C 
m .- each subsequent bet. However, when examining the amount of money wagered 
a 
m per hand as a percentage of the remaining bankroli, the 10% group had 
C 
m significantly higher average bets (percentage) than the 90% and 50% groups. Thus, 
2 when children had a greater amount of money, they coi~tinued to increase the size 
~. 

m" of their wagers. However, when considering the relative amount of money that 

-0 
cliildren had, those in the 10% condition wagered a greater percentage of their 

-0 
bankrolls on each hand than the other two Ernups, likely trying to recoup their 

m 
o losses - somewhat analogous to chasing behavior. - 
c When playing time war; divided into three periods of play, an interesting group 
2 diffewncc emerged in betting patterns. MJhile there were no group diffcrcnces in 
a the f i ~ t  hug periods of play, in the final portion of the game the 10% group 

wagered a greater percentage of their balances per hand than the other groups. 
Further, only for the group did percent average wagers placed per hancl differ 
significantly across the three periods of play. For childrtbn who lost consistently in 
the highJlow task there was a linear increase in percent average wagers placed 
per hand from the l i s t  to the final third of the game. Thus, the 10''!n group wagered 
a greater proportion of their money nn each hand as the game progressed, which 
again is more indicative of chasing their losses in the last portion of the game. 
Interestingly, no signi ticant differencm were noted in betting patterns across time 
for the other two experimental g r ~ ~ p s .  

This study presents an initial evaluation of the effects of experiencing varying 
schedules of reinforcement on a gambling task on the modifications of cognitive 
perceptions about gambling. 1-aboratory studies of gambling behavior have 
several limitations, particularly concerning the artificiality of the setting. 
However, the computerizcd high/low task simulated a real card-cutting game, 
was attractive, colorful and interactive, and after eacli hand the amount of 
winnings was visually displayed in colored chips. Thus, the nahxre of the task and 
the gambling scenario were not compromised. As a result of ethical constraints, 
the children in this research did not use their actual money to gamble with. 
However, play money was used along with the incentive to win various prizes 
and i t  appears as though these ~ncentives were sufficientty motivating. Tliis 
incentive has k n  proven successful with children (Gupta and Derevensky, 1996) 
and adwllts (Powell el d., 1996). 

With the increasing exposure to various forms o l  ganlbl ing and vcnrles a t  earlier 
ages, prevention initiatives need to begin early and to be implemented in the 
elementary school years. The present research has demonstrated that preventative 
measures would certainly benefit from including ;a cognitive component, in which 
interactive computer games c o ~ ~ l d  be manipulated so as to tnduce cognit~ve 
change. H-lowcver, i t  is important to note that this i s  only ollressential cninponcnt 
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of a comprehensive prevention program (see Derevensky et nl., 2OOI,2004a, b for 
reviews concerning gambling prevention initiatives). Nevertheless, the current 
result% are promising and lend support for their inciusion in our prevention 
initiatives. 

This research was supported by grants from Loto-Quebec and the S c ~ i a l  Sciences 
Humanities Research Council of Canada to Drs Derevensky and Gupta, 
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